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fabric, thread, acrylic, oil, spray paint
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THE LAST SUPPER

digital photography

Hannah Mittelstaedt
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RECENT INTERNET SEARCH OF “NEWS STORIES”
FOR THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 8, 2100.
TOP HITS FOR EARLY MILLENNIUM
(2000-2020) CONTENT
Government Puts Question to the Public: What to Do
with Sunken New York Relics?
Purple Floppy Disc Extraction Complete: Insights Into
a 99-Year-Old Canadian Studies Project, Child Demonstrating Concern in Second-Wave Feminism 30 Years
After the Fact
Marx Strikes Again! The Empire Prussia Reforms Itself
and Subjects Citizens to Marxist Revolution Proper.
Marx Strikes Again: Updated! Alienation Still Abounds
Despite Changes to Labour Production, Sparking Questions of the Possibility of Satisfaction Within a Working
Environment At All.
Water in Sunlight Slides from Clear to Blue to Green
Brown to Plain Brown and then to Dull
Arctic Makes Brief Reappearance for Paris Fashion
Week, Melts Again Sunday Morning
Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger: A Comparative Guide
to the Vintage Modes of Listening: The Record, Cassette Tape, Compact Disc, Floppy Disc, Mini Mp3 Player with Shuffle Feature
Apple Stock Record-Breaking Low Holds: Negotiations
for a Sale to Nestlé Open

The Heteros Are At It Again: Despite Drought and Rationing Laws in Southern California, Couple Hosts Illegal $50, 000 Wedding Complete with 6 Different Kinds
of Recreational and Epicureal Fountains
Alberta Winds Are Nothing to Complain About: Energy Minister Gets Down and Dirty on the Province’s 50
Year Transition Away from Oil and Gas Industry: “Our
former tar sands workers are just glad to not be stuck in
Fort Mac anymore!”
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People Are Still Sad Despite Government Distribution
of SAD Lamps
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CYCLE BUS (CIRCA 2050)
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Rhino 3D
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COMMUNITY IN THE MAKING...
Hubertuv areal is a Junk-yard-farm in Lahovicky, Prague,
owned by a man called Jiri.
For over 10 years Jiri has been collecting waste materials,
machines, cars and over 140 animals.
Last September Sofie and I (TOM) moved in with Jiri.
We restored a big traveler’s caravan to live in, dug a toilet
and started helping Jiri. There’s a bistro here too, run by
a couple, and a couple of Ukrainian guys will start working for Jiri soon.
Our long-term vision is an open creative community, a
place for intensive collective and individual work. An environment for experimenting with daily life and making
new culture.
We are starting this with a system of residencies, to bring
people together at the same time, for creative work, with
specific aims.
The residencies will involve a couple of less creative tasks
like cooking (I’ll get told off for saying that’s less creative),
feeding animals, moving food, but most of our time will
be spent on the creative part.
Food will be provided. The type of accommodation will
depend on how many people we are and when you come.
Currently facilities are basic - compost toilet, washing
with river water, no electricity or WiFi yet. It’s 30 min
bus, boat and tram or cycle to the city centre but there’s
bars and shops fairly close.
The first residency is a scrap architecture symposium in
July, for creating more accommodation from old caravans, a bus, car wrecks and other scrap. It’s a chance to
experiment with small scale architecture, learning from
each other, and building spaces that will host yourselves
whenever you are with us, and other people when you are
not.
While it’s great if you are handy, it’s definitely not necessary.
All that’s necessary is that you’re interested.
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RESIDUAL

Marcus Dénommé

ink on paper
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¿HAY ALGUIEN AHÍ?
We used to have conversations sitting in
front of each other in public spaces called
restaurants, coffee shops, parks, bars, etc.
There were so many people that sometimes
you would feel alone.
Alone, what a stupid idea in an over populated world. Lonely, quiet, cold, dry, dirty,
alone.
- ¿Hay alguien ahí?
- Somebody?
Se da la vuelta y se va.
Cecilia Sanchez Navarro
2017
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TITLE MISSING JUST LIKE OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD
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digital photography
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shaping language,
media & politic
The Art of Passive Language and
Societal Normalization

1

Site C Dam
The Site C dam is an estimated ten-billion dollar project,
which was first proposed in the 1970’s by British Columbia’s privatized electric utility, BC Hydro. It officially obtained approval by the BC government (under premier
Christy Clark’s Liberal Party) to begin forest clear-cutting
and site construction in December 2014. Sequentially, the
dam came to a standstill due to the controversial nature
of the project, but was officially given the full approval
to complete construction in December of 2017 (under
premier John Horgan’s New Democratic Party). If completed, Site C will be the third dam on the Peace River on
northeastern British Columbia Treaty 8 land - alongside
the W.A.C. Bennett Dam and the Peace Canyon Dam.
From its inception to approval, environmental, social, and
cultural discrepancies have resulted in long-standing opposing views of the dam. Deliberation has consistently
revolved around ecological and human-rights concerns
versus economic growth and the urgent need for energy.
These opposing opinions for and against the dam, the
language used to reference the decision making and resistance to the Site C, is often interwoven with passive
and oppressive rhetoric.
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Julia Cundari & Isaac Forsland

Three precedent local issues in British Columbia are
gaining attention from the mainstream public, and with
that follows the umbrella of social media. The Site C Dam,
Kinder Morgan Pipeline and Marine Harvest Fish Farms
have taken the spotlight for news feeds in the spirit of
decolonization and environmental ethics. With this, we
tried to understand how language was utilized as an act
to enforce or dissolve these movements. Time and time
again, we found passive and regressive rhetoric used as a
process of social normalization. Out of respect for those
who are facing jail time, who are living in extreme conditions, and who are misrepresented, we will briefly unpack
the relationships of these three infamous case studies
with the respective media-centric responses.
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During NDP Premier John Horgan’s announcement of
approval for the dam in December 2017, he stated, “Look,
there has been over 150 years of disappointment in B.C. I
am not the first person to stand before you and disappoint
Indigenous people.”
Here, the announcement highlights that the dam disappointed people. Using this language fails to address the
negative implications the land and peoples will experience in Treaty 8 territory. The announcement was a well
crafted art of rhetoric - one which articulately victimized
Horgan as a decision maker, and tapped into the pathos
of the audience. With this in mind, leaning on Horgan’s
speech as a justification of the NPD’s government represents a misinformed grasp on Indigenous rights.

“The government could get more buy-in from communities and First Nations by sharing some of the wealth. B.C.
Hydro will have to pay water-license fees. Tucking that
money and some of the profits (if there are any) from the
electricity into a legacy fund could buy some good will.”
Throughout the process of colonization, money has been
used as a tool for upholding sovereignty. This statement
equates reconciliation with monetary benefit — that these
actions can be justified as long as it eventually buys ‘good
will’. A capital-driven state leans to these economic efforts,
as it encompasses the foundations of Westernization. An
outcome of this is the assertion of fiscal power overruling
what is deemed valuable for another’s worldview.
2

Marine Harvest Fish Farms
Exposures of British Columbian fish processing plants
have caught the attention of the masses last November.
Tavish Campbell, an independent diver and videographer,
shared investigations into several Vancouver Island locations - one of which was the Brown’s Bay Packing Company, based outside of Campbell River. The video contained
clips of underwater waste pipes illegally disposing blooms
of salmon remains back into the water. The shock value
of the content raised disquiet for the health of the aquatic
life in and among these fishing plants, specifically concerning the spread of a dangerous virus called Piscine
Reovirus (PRV) that can spread amongst fish.
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Julia Cundari & Isaac Forsland

Similarly, this passive language is exemplified in a quote
taken from a main news source in Victoria, BC, Times
Colonist. An undisclosed author in, “Editorial: Site C was
a political decision” writes,
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Fish farms have had an unsettling presence in British Columbia long before this revelation. With most fish farms
located on unceded Coast Salish territory, the issue of land
rights extends to a notion of unlawful establishment. In
January 2018, Ernest Alfred, manager of the Swanson Occupation, handed an eviction notice to Marine Harvest’s
Port Hardy location stating that, “you are being evicted
from this territory... pack up, get the hell out of our waters.” The CTV news network reported on this event, and
stated, “this eviction notice is likely symbolic.” CTV failed
to include credit or confirmation that the notice was purely “symbolic”. By labeling it as such, it might reduce the
serious nature of the notice for the readers.

3

Kinder Morgan Pipeline
The TransCanada Pipeline is an ongoing Kinder Morgan,
Inc. project, running from Edmonton, Alberta, through
unceded Secwepemc territory. It has been operating since
1953, aimed to transport crude oil to marketing terminals
and refineries in Burnaby, British Columbia. The project’s
intended expansion (approximately 980 km) that was approved by the Trudeau Cabinet on November 29, 2016, is
currently under construction and set to be operational by
December 2020.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau (of the Liberal Party) announced on November 30, 2016, “We said that Indigenous peoples must be respected, and be a part of the process… And that’s how we’ve come to our decisions today. ”
For some, living out this statement is true; however, this
did not represent the genuine interest of all communities
involved and affected.
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In times to follow, individuals of the movement spoke out
to citizens of Victoria directly on this issue. Alfred, who
was present at University of Victoria’s “Speakers from the
Fish Farm Frontlines” event on January 31, 2018, agreed
that the language used in the article dismisses First Nations legal rights, and that the intention was of a true eviction. A further comment from Alfred, paraphrased, stated that the ‘media does not help us, so we have become
our own media’. This is referring to the Swanson Occupation Facebook page, which aims to generate and cater
news revolving around local and international politics of
aquaculture. The article continues, “there’s no sign Marine Harvest will move out of B.C. anytime soon.” News
publications that soften these actions are ultimately prioritizing social normalization over historical truth.
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Chief Maureen Thomas, a representative of the Tsleil-Waututh Nation, provided an independent assessment, critical
documents, and various accounts of affected community
members. This information was presented during a meeting on November 28, 2016 in Ottawa, Canada, as decisions for the pipelines future were taking place.
In a response to this meeting, via a phone interview with
The National Observer, Charlene Aleck, a community
spokeswoman for the Tsleil-Waututh Nation, explained
that, “we felt like it was a one-way street.”
She continues, “It wasn’t a meaningful dialogue. We sent
our best and we were met with note-takers, not decision-makers.”

2100
If efforts are made to move to a healthy future, we must
examine the relationship between the media and our normalized biases. We can use 2100 as a goal for environmental, cultural, and social standards. We can imagine
2100 as a utopia or dystopia. We can hope; we can fear.
Regardless of these envisioned endpoints, decolonization
is an inevitable conversation for Canadians.
Living out treaty rights must embody the appropriate language used when referencing First Nations issues. We can
show a passion for content surrounding these prevalent
and future-bound topics, and the content will follow. For
non-indigenous peoples, it starts with holding the media accountable for the choices made with diction, and
follows with supporting those who are committing their
lives to ecological and social justice.
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Though actions speak louder than words, the realities of
these decisions were seldom covered in the media, leaving
mainstream judgment reliant on Trudeau’s constructive
aversion of the matter at hand. By continuing to operate
through the existing pipeline, and with hope to expand
the project further, Kinder Morgan undermines the diverse reality of Indigenous rights and voices in Canada.
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THE YEAR 2100

Taylor Peters

digital illustration		
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CATCH THIS NEIL

digital collage

Mona Fani
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chopped cheese

Harlem has been a victim of the mass gentrification
that has swept Manhattan and Brooklyn since the
90’s. Now, the very real, harmful and problematic
effects of gentrification are playing out not only in
other New York City boroughs but in neighborhoods
of large centers all around the world. As more and
more people continue to settle in these urban environments, I am of the belief, that effectively resisting
gentrification and navigating it’s subsequent complexities will be one of the single largest challenges
cities will have either succeeded in solving or failed
come the year 2100.
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ITTY BITTY FARM LAND

Brigitte Patenaude

digital photography
2016
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collage night
On Wednesday January 24th, 2018, from
4-7 pm we held a collage night at Emily Carr
University of Art + Design, in Vancouver,
to have artists share space, create together
and discuss the theme of this publication.
The following collages are just a few of the
many pieces made that evening. The night
was made possible by the ECUAD library,
CRCP exhibition hall and organizing help
from Julia Cundari.
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Evangeline Belzile
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Monika Liteinger

Roan (Lemon) Reimer
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Sahand Mohajer
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Maddy Phillips
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Fiona Zhao
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PIP MAGAZINE VOLUME 4
Published in May 2018, online through
pipmagazine.com and iBooks. Pip Magazine is
a free, online publication aimed at promoting
emerging artists from around the world. Created
and designed by Julia Pepler (juliapepler.ca).
Each volume focuses on a different theme, for
this issue the theme is “2100” - prompting artists
to consider the not-so-distant future.
Cover illustration by Taylor Peters
Page 30, 34 & 36 photographs by Julia Pepler
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